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sunday  monday tuesday  wednesday thursday  friday saturday 
          

29  30 31 1 April Fool’s Day 2 3  4 

    Count how many Practice your phone Make a pattern with Figure out who is the 

    steps from your home number. cereal or crackers. tallest or shortest in 

    to the car kitchen to    your home. 

    bedroom, etc.     
          

5  6 7 8  9 10 Good Friday 11 

Play number bingo. Build something with Find and name Do 10 jumping jacks, Make shapes or Draw dots on one half Hold objects in your 

  Legos. Talk about different shapes in squats, arm circles, etc. numbers out of play of plastic egg then hands and decide 

  more or less, colors your home. Name   dough. (easy recipe match it with number which ones are 

  and shapes. them.   online) on the other half. heavier or lighter. 

          

12 Easter 13 14 15  16 17  18 

Sort jelly beans by  Follow a recipe. Talk Help with lanudry. Make shapes with Make a Fruit Loop or Walk backwards Sort coins. 

color.  about simple Put 5 things away, toothpicks and Apple Jacks necklace taking giant steps.  

  fractions-1/2, 1/4, etc. fold 2 things, hang up marshmallows. and create patterns. Count to 20.  

   3 things, etc.       
          

19  20 21 22 Earth Day 23 24  25 

Compare sizes of  Write numbers on Find numbers in your In nature...How many Have your child Play Go Fish or War Sing 1, 2, Buckle My 

toys-small, medium, Post-It notes and put home and name them ants can you find? practice writing using cards numbered Shoe or Hickory 

large.  in order to make a  Birds? Squirrels? numbers (can copy 1-9.  Dickory Dock. Make 

  number line.  Flowers growing? over yours).   up your own # rhyme. 

          

26  27 28 29  30 1  2 

Count how many light Keep a beat tapping Find out how many Write numbers using Measure each other    

switches, windows or your legs. Count out letters are in your your pointer finger in using a tape measure    

doors are in your  loud. name, your salt or sand on a tray. or small toys.    

home.   grandma's, sister's, etc.       
           


